
 

 

 

Instructions by Phone or Fax 

 
We hereby certify that we expressly requested your Bank to execute all of the instructions that we may give you whether by phone or fax 
regarding any banking transaction of any nature whatsoever, including but not limited to transfer orders, forex operations of any nature 
whatsoever, and in any currency, as well as any other banking transaction. We also declare that we shall strictly and definitively abide by 
the instructions we give you as mentioned above. 
 
Therefore, we hereby release you from any liability in connection with the execution of our instructions given to your Bank by phone or fax, 
and in particular, concerning the amounts, applicable exchange rates, transfers and any instruction of any nature whatsoever given by us, 
etc. We acknowledge and declare that the mere execution by your Bank of our instructions given as mentioned above represents 
irrefutable evidence attesting that these instructions were given by us. 
 
 
We also confirm our absolute, total and final responsibility as regards the faxes sent to your Bank in our name and their content, and we 
shall be solely liable for any falsification, alteration or distortion in this respect, since we are solely liable for any risk entailed by the use of 
this means of communication. We also declare that the faxes sent to the Bank in our name represent a sufficient and irrefutable evidence 
of the instructions we give to your Bank. You may produce these faxes to serve as final evidence against us before any legal or judicial 
authorities, since we consider them original documents. 
 
 
Concerning transfers or banking transactions in favor of third parties that exceed five thousand dollars or any other equivalent amount in 
another currency, we undertake in a final way to contact the branch manager by phone in order to confirm our instructions and hereby 
confirm to you our knowledge and acceptance that the manager will only execute our instructions after receiving our confirmation by 
phone. 
 
We also confirm that you may reject the said instructions, since this request shall not be deemed, in any case, an obligation to your Bank. 
 
As a result of our instructions by phone or fax, we hereby undertake to follow-up the movements of our accounts opened with you and to 
regularly control their balances, at least once a month. In all cases, we agree without any reservation that your entries and books shall have 
absolute supporting value as regards the transactions executed on our behalf and the amounts due to us or by us to you. We waive our 
right to challenge the execution of this letter. 
 
We also authorize your Bank to tape, when necessary, our phone conversations concerning the abovementioned transactions, on a 
magnetic tape or any other medium to be used as an additional means of evidence. Your Bank shall not bear any responsibility in the event 
you tape our phone conversation as mentioned above. 
 
Your Bank has the right without incurring any liability to terminate these instructions when he deems necessary. 
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